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Abstract
When encountering social robots, potential users are often facing a dilemma between privacy and utility. That is, high utility
often comes at the cost of lenient privacy settings, allowing the robot to store personal data and to connect to the internet
permanently, which brings in associated data security risks. However, to date, it still remains unclear how this dilemma affects
attitudes and behavioral intentions towards the respective robot. To shed light on the influence of a social robot’s privacy
settings on robot-related attitudes and behavioral intentions, we conducted two online experiments with a total sample of N �
320 German university students. We hypothesized that strict privacy settings compared to lenient privacy settings of a social
robot would result in more favorable attitudes and behavioral intentions towards the robot in Experiment 1. For Experiment
2, we expected more favorable attitudes and behavioral intentions for choosing independently the robot’s privacy settings in
comparison to evaluating preset privacy settings. However, those two manipulations seemed to influence attitudes towards the
robot in diverging domains: While strict privacy settings increased trust, decreased subjective ambivalence and increased the
willingness to self-disclose compared to lenient privacy settings, the choice of privacy settings seemed to primarily impact
robot likeability, contact intentions and the depth of potential self-disclosure. Strict compared to lenient privacy settings
might reduce the risk associated with robot contact and thereby also reduce risk-related attitudes and increase trust-dependent
behavioral intentions. However, if allowed to choose, people make the robot ‘their own’, through making a privacy-utility
tradeoff. This tradeoff is likely a compromise between full privacy and full utility and thus does not reduce risks of robot-
contact as much as strict privacy settings do. Future experiments should replicate these results using real-life human robot
interaction and different scenarios to further investigate the psychological mechanisms causing such divergences.
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1 Introduction

Many roboticists claim that social robots will soon be present
in private households to assist, to provide entertainment
or companionship [1–3]. Social robots can be defined as
robots which “exhibit personality and communicate with
[human beings] using high-level dialogue and natural cues”
[1, p. 441]. In its function as a robotic companion for humans,
a social robot is expected to engage in human interactions in a
socially acceptableway. Several robot capabilities are needed
to meet user expectations. This includes, for instance, the
perception and recognition of the user, the ability to analyze
facial expression, the tone of voice, gestures and patterns of
movement. To achieve such perception and understanding
of human expression and behavior, a social robot is bound
to be equipped with adequate technology, such as cameras
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or sensors. This might include facial and voice recognition
and room detection sensors. For the purpose of human inter-
actions, a social robot ought to have sufficient computer
and memory capacity at its disposal [4]. To ensure timely
processing of substantial data such as verbal information,
facial expression and body language, a social robot might
be required to collect and store large amounts of data. As a
mean to obtain such capacity, it might be necessary to con-
nect social robots with an external storage center and with
the internet.

Effectively, a social robot monitors the user in their
utmost private environment. From this, privacy-related issues
emerge. For instance, dependingon the specific designor pur-
pose, a social robot collects, processes, and stores personal
information, which might be considered private or sensitive
[5].Moreover, social robots could be abused for unauthorized
access to personal information. A variety of social robots
are capable to roam around autonomously. Their ability to
perceive their environment is therefore not restricted to one
specific place. Thus, social robots store vast amounts of pri-
vate and sensitive information which could be conveyed to
third parties [6]. These potential risks to user privacy raise
social, ethical, and legal questions which will be addressed
in this paper.

In an ever-increasing digitalized world, privacy is an
ubiquitous concern [e.g., 7]: To illustrate, users receive noti-
fications on web pages which emphasize the high value or
respect placed on user privacy prior to asking for permis-
sion to use tracking devices (cookies). However, it is still
not possible to reach absolute data privacy, so that individu-
als have to compromise between privacy issues and making
use of the benefits of information sharing [7]. Whereas the
importance of privacy concerns is out of question, there is no
consensus upon the definition and classification of privacy
and it varies broadly [8]. For instance, Burgoon [8] reviews
the literature on privacy definitions and differentiates four
dimensions of privacy: Physical privacy, social privacy, psy-
chological privacy, and—ultimately—informational privacy.
The dimension of physical privacy refers to being unheard
and unseen [8]. Social privacy entails feeling safe in a social
setting while being isolated from outsiders [8]. Obtaining
social privacy implies to be able to create closeness between
some individuals, while simultaneously excluding others or
maintaining a social distance to them. Psychological privacy
describes the ability to think freely, to be in control of the
own cognitive processes and to control whom to confide
one’s own thoughts [8]. Ultimately, informational privacy
goes beyond psychological privacy regarding data control, as
it also relates to data which individuals can collect through
observation or data which are stored through technology
use without the user’s knowledge. Psychological privacy, in
particular, is associated with self-disclosure [8], as psycho-
logical privacy entails to determine towards whom people

want to self-disclose and under which circumstances. Thus,
psychological privacy might be the key aspect to investigate
when linking it to the vast literature on human–robot inter-
action (HRI). Moreover, informational privacy is important
within the HRI context because of the data storage capacity
required to keep a robot up and running. However, all these
aforementioned dimensions of privacy have to be taken into
account in order to design a privacy-compliant social robot
that shall not merely be tolerated, but accepted by poten-
tial end users. According to the privacy calculus model [7],
potential users estimate costs of information sharing towards
technologies, which are mostly privacy-related, and benefits
of information sharing which can be manifold but should
be worth the privacy loss. Previous research has shown that
privacy concerns are an important part of potential users’
attitudes towards robots [9, 10]. One way to account for
such privacy concerns and to enhance psychological privacy
is to design novel technologies, such as social robots, in a
way that incorporates users’ concerns and wishes regarding
their privacy and gives them agency over their shared data
[11]. In the current work, we investigated the psychologi-
cal consequences of such privacy settings—which may be
determined either by choice or by default. To sum up, the
many facets of privacy should be considered in the develop-
ment of social robots and in the context of HRI. However,
besides psychological aspects of privacy, legal aspects and
circumstances need to be considered for the development of
a privacy-respecting robot for real-life contexts.

1.1 The Law of Privacy and Data Protection

The human desire for privacy is reflected in the law of privacy
and data protection. A multitude of laws has been enacted in
many countries to protect their respective citizens fromundue
intrusion of their homes. Equally, laws have been introduced
to protect confidentiality of mailing services, telephone ser-
vice and so forth. Thus, if social robots for private home
environments are being developed, the legal side of privacy
and data protection should be taken into account.

The concept of a universal right to privacy is mostly asso-
ciated with the work ofWarren and Brandeis [12]. In the year
1890, these authors already alluded to the fact that indeed,
mechanical devices could threaten personal rights. Things
that were said in confidence could be spread broadly through
suchmechanical devices [12]. Therefore, they concluded that
the existing legal provisions should be expanded to protect
privacy in its entirety. Basically, the idea of a right to privacy
lies within the traditional concept of property; the idea of
individual belonging of distinct objects to one person or a
group of persons and not to someone else or the common-
alty whether these objects are tangible or intangible [12].
To exemplify, a secret told in the home environment with
a social robot present still belongs to the individual telling
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the secret and not to the social robot or the robot operator
which might have access to the robot’s stored data. More
recent work dealing with regulations of the European Court
ofHumanRights and theEuropeanCourt of Justice points out
that looking only for privacy interference is possibly obsolete
[13]. Besides protecting against privacy interference safe-
guarding that collected and stored data and meta-data is not
used to gain control and to dominate people was put into
focus [13].

Article 12 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(UDHR, 2015) states that “No one shall be subjected to arbi-
trary interference with his privacy […]” and “Everyone has
the right to the protection of the law against such interfer-
ence or attacks”. Privacy is addressed as an enforceable right
in numerous legal provisions (such as Art. 8 European Con-
vention on Human Rights, 2021). With regard to the former
example, a social robot ideally possesses protection mecha-
nisms against hacking and the robot operator ideally protects
any data they might have access to through social robots.

Within the 1970s, some European countries enacted data
protection laws [14]. With the enactment of the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR, 2016), the European Union
has inaugurated a new trend on the protection of privacy and
personal dataworldwide [15]. The increase of data protection
is related to developments in informational technology, such
as the appearance of the internet, the arrival of wireless com-
munication devices and data-mining software [7, 14]. Such
increased possibilities to access data raise a need for more
sophisticated data protection laws. This is especially relevant
for social robots which operate in the private home of indi-
viduals, retrieve and store possibly sensible data, have access
to the internet and, unlike for example smartphones, might
move independently in the home environment. In such cases,
the processing of personal data shall only be performed for
specified purposes and “on the basis of the consent of the
person concerned or some other legitimate basis laid down
by law” (Art. 8 (2) Charter of Fundamental Rights of the
European Union (CFR, 2000)). The individual is entitled by
law to demand information about data processing concerning
him or her, and to demand correction. Thus, when companies
collect and store personal data of a robot’s user they should
only do so with explicit consent for specified purposes, e.g.,
to ensure robot functionality, and be able to provide infor-
mation about and change user information.

Whereas a robot operator would not be allowed to share
personal data of their robots’ users, the individual is free to
disseminate their own personal data. The disclosure of per-
sonal data, and thereby, a loss of privacy is often a necessity
for conversation, transactions and general human interaction
[e.g., 16, 17]. This will likely be the case for social robots,
too. To give an example, a user would need to disclose music
preferences in order to let the robot play music that the user

likes when instructed to start music. In interpersonal interac-
tions, an individual constantly weights costs and benefits of
sharing information [18]. Sharing information with a robot
entails benefits which might be worth the costs, e.g., privacy
loss. Giving users control over their potential privacy loss
might help them to balance those benefits and costs. The
concept of privacy by design aims at maintaining such indi-
vidual control. The general idea of privacy by design is to
focus the conditions of data processing on the intentions and
needs of the individual. As already argued, the development
of social robots might benefit from the idea of privacy by
design.

1.2 Privacy by Design and Social Robots

By designing social robots, developers have to balance the
need for user privacy and robot performance. For instance,
a household robot that is free to roam the user’s apartment
might be swifter to interact and assist in daily routines. How-
ever, the user might feel hassled and would like to restrict the
robotic presence to certain spaces. For instance, users might
forbid a robot to enter the bathroom because people are more
privacy-sensitive in their bathroom or their bedroom com-
pared to their living room or kitchen [19]. Moreover, if a
social robot is using its visual recordings permanently, it can
observe its environment and react to changes, such as the
reappearance of its user or the user’s non-verbal behavior.
However, the user might feel undulymonitored and therefore
restricted in his or her liberties. To protect privacy, the notion
of privacy by design postulates that technologies should safe-
guard privacy by privacy-friendly default settings, beginning
from the design stage of a new technology [20]. One way
to account for such fine-tuned robot management is through
technologies such as apps, where access rights can flexibly
be granted or restricted [5]. Besides users’ privacy concerns,
another challenge for HRI regarding privacy is to ensure that
other stakeholders of social robots, e.g., the robot company
and the developers, do implement privacy-friendly settings.
In fact, even if privacy by design could be implemented in
social robots, possibly business and state interests stand in
the way of a widespread implementation [21]. To exemplify,
a robot company might want to collect user data to gain a
better understanding of user needs or for other reasons and
a state could want to get access to private data of users to
prevent or uncover criminal acts. Therefore, not only tech-
nical solutions are needed, but also strategies are required to
get stakeholders of data collecting and storing technologies
on board to build privacy-friendly technologies, e.g., social
robots [11]. Results on the influence of privacy settings on
user attitudes and behavioral intentions might contribute to
the attitude formation of these stakeholders.

Evidently, the potential risk of privacy loss increases if
personal data are not only collected, but stored [22]. Any data
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storage entails the risk of misuse, alteration and accidental or
intentional disclosure. However, a social robot that is capable
of evaluating past experiences based on stored data might
be more advanced in social interactions and therefore might
provide extended services to the user. This is particularly true
if a social robot even has the ability to access data collected
by other robots [23].

Finally, an even greater infringement upon privacy could
potentially arise from a social robot that is temporarily or
permanently connected with the internet. Personal informa-
tion such as images or whereabouts shared via internet are
available to the outside world and could be evaluated, dis-
seminated or published. Potentially, the internet connection
could be used for spying or unauthorized seizure of the robot.
However, the ability of a social robot to interact properly
with its user might heavily depend upon the level of com-
puting capacity which is potentially greater with an internet
connection. An internet connection might be needed even
more so, when the social robot is supposed to entertain con-
versation with its human user in a natural acting fashion.
Evidently, cloud-based services provide greater computing
speed and capacity that is needed to enable naturally sound-
ing responseswithin conversations than a local data processor
[6]. Thus, the conflict of a social robot’s utility and usabil-
ity and a user’s privacy is ought to be taken into account in
the process of developing and designing social robots. Other
technologies have already been developed that adhere to pri-
vacy by design. For instance, a speech assistant that provided
nutrient information to elderly users was evaluated positively
in a study, especially highlighting the possibility of not shar-
ing voice data and operating offline [24]. Such possibilities
might become even more relevant when video data and per-
sonal data about people’s everyday lives are registered by the
device. Social robotsmay only reach the goal of being a com-
panion in everyday life if the individual balance of privacy
and disclosure can be ascertained for each user.

2 RelatedWork

2.1 Privacy Concerns in Social Robotics

Privacy is not only relevant in legal aspects concerning the
use of social robots but influences psychological aspects of
HRI as well. Attitudes towards robots are often described as
neutral [e.g., 25, 26].However, recent researchhas shown that
users are in fact highly conflicted in their attitudes towards
robots, resulting in negative affect and an inability to com-
mit to a positive or negative attitude [27]. One reason for
this ambivalence concerning social robots may be privacy
concerns. Users have various concerns regarding the privacy
of their data when interacting with robots, e.g., concerning
the access storage of their private information [e.g., 10; for

an overview, see 28]. This is also reflected in psychological
research: In a recent study a social robot provided positive
psychology interventions which increased users’ psycholog-
ical well-being [29]. In this study, many users felt threatened
concerning their privacy through the robot’s technological
features and behavior. Those privacy concerns of potential
users should be addressed in the development of social robots
to improve the willingness to interact with them.

2.2 Psychological Factors in Attitudes Towards
Robots

When people interact with their environment, important
social needs emerge and call for satisfaction, e.g., the need
for competence, autonomy, and relatedness, which entail the
desire to experience oneself as competent, able to make
autonomous decisions, and to be connected to others [30].
Social robots have the potential to address such needs:
Ideally, they are easy to handle interaction partners that sup-
port users in their autonomous decisions. However, previous
research has likewise shown that users feel threatened by
robot autonomy and the associated anticipated lack of con-
trollability [31]. Thus, it appears plausible that robots with
strict privacy settings evoke more positive and less negative
attitudes compared to robots with lenient privacy settings
because with strict privacy settings users staymore in control
over their private information. However, the extent towhich a
social robot features lenient privacy correlates with its utility
[19, 32]. That is, a social robot with lenient privacy settings
might provide more functions compared to a social robot
with strict privacy settings: For instance, a robot that stores
and connects lots of data is better at recognizing faces and
giving suggestions based on the user’s behavior compared to
a robot with restrictive settings. To gain unlimited functional-
ity potentially goes at the cost of a user’s privacy. Therefore,
strict privacy settings might not necessarily lead to unequiv-
ocally positive attitudes. That is, users might feel ambivalent
regarding the tradeoff between functionality and privacy (for
an overview, see [33]). Specifically, the way the VIVA robot
that was used in the present research was designed, stricter
settings, such as local data storage and offline functionality,
would have led to a loss of knowledge-related features [5,
34]; however it is possible that robots that are currently being
developed retain full functionality while offline. To resolve
such privacy-related attitudinal conflict some psychological
mechanisms might be promising candidates.

One of the psychological mechanisms that influence atti-
tudes towards robots concerns the issue whether the user is
allowed to select the preferred privacy settings. Relatedly,
previous research has shown that being able to choose fea-
tures of the robot—in this case—the robots design, had a
positive impact on users’ attitudes towards robots [35, 36].
This is in line with the well-established ‘Ikea’- or ‘I designed
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it myself’ effect that has been studied in social psychology:
Research on this phenomenon has shown that users’ attitudes
towards an attitude object improve, e.g., they perceive more
value in the object [37], feelings of competence [38] and
autonomy increase [39] when users are allowed to partic-
ipate in the making of a product. The effect is especially
strong when users may make a broad array of selections
according to their preferences while at the same time hav-
ing to put in little effort. Clearly, participating in the design
process of a product contributes positively to users’ attitudes
towards the product [40]. Previous research has introduced
the potential of an app controlling certain aspects of a social
robot’s privacy-related behavior in order to mitigate users’
concerns [5]. Thereby, users were able to balance their indi-
vidual need for privacy with their individual need for robot
utility. Through the app it was even possible to adapt this bal-
ance to specific situations and contexts. To illustrate, users
might choose to set the strictest possible privacy settings for
their social robot during a private gathering in their home to
protect not only their own privacy, but also the privacy of
the guests. This is done because highly personal information
may be shared by attendees of such gathering.

Another psychological mechanism involved in the realm
of privacy during HRI is related to attitudinal ambivalence.
This is the simultaneous existence of positive and negative
evaluations that likely results in inner conflicts [41]. Recent
work has demonstrated that attitudinal ambivalence is rele-
vant in the context of social robots and social robots have
been shown to evoke high levels of attitudinal ambivalence
[27]. That is, potential users apparently feel torn between
hopes for a high usability and usefulness of robots and like-
wise experience fears of being isolated, of being physically
threatened by robots or think that such technology would
invade their personal space [10]. Thus, being able to control
features and functions of a robot, such as its privacy settings,
might serve as a coping mechanism to attenuate the conflict
induced by ambivalence.

In the current line of research, we investigated whether
attitudes towards robots improve, e.g., become less ambiva-
lent, the stricter the privacy settings.Moreover,we investigate
whether attitudes towards robots improve when the users
actively take part in privacy-related product decisions. In
addition to attitudes towards robots, we also look at a specific
behavioral intention, i.e., the willingness to self-disclose,
which is likely influenced by privacy settings of a social
robot.

2.3 Privacy and Self-Disclosure

Another aspect which is probably in a mutual relationship
with not only attitudes towards robots, but also with privacy
settings, is a user’s self-disclosure towards a social robot.
Self-disclosure can be defined as “what individuals verbally

reveal about themselves to others” [42, p. 1]. Self-disclosure
varies in depth—meaning the level of intimacy of shared
information—and breadth—the extent to which personal
information is shared [16]. According to social penetra-
tion theory [16], individuals disclose more about themselves
when new relationships develop and become gradually more
personal. Indeed, self-disclosure and liking are positively
correlated [43]. Moreover, privacy settings are associated
with the willingness to self-disclose. To exemplify, the
influence of privacy settings on participants’ attitudes has
been previously investigated in the domain of online self-
disclosure of personal information [44]. According to these
results, privacy and trust are important determinants of self-
disclosure. Thus, a social robot’s privacy settings might be
important for the willingness to self-disclose towards it.

Self-disclosure is known to have several positive func-
tions [e.g., 18], and even self-disclosing towards robots
might be beneficial for users [e.g., 45]. At the same time,
self-disclosing towards a robot poses a privacy risk [e.g.,
8]. Self-disclosure is determined by various psychologi-
cal motives that are associated with social reward: Social
approval, intimacy, relief of distress, social control, and
identity clarification [18]. Similar psychological rewards
of self-disclosure might occur when disclosing towards an
artificial agent like a chatbot or a robot. To illustrate, self-
disclosure in a chat with a chatbot or a person result in
similar positive emotional, relational and psychological out-
comes [46]. The samemight be true for robots, e.g., related to
relief of distress through self-disclosure to a robot [45], even
though this still has to be investigatedmore thoroughly. In one
case, people who experienced strong negative affect through
a negative mood induction benefitted more from talking to
a robot compared to just writing their thoughts and feelings
down [47]. This result indicates that self-disclosure towards
robots also serves the relief of distressmotive.Another recent
study showed that people who felt more lonely during the
COVID-19 pandemic compared to before pandemic were
morewilling to self-disclose towards a social robot [48]. This
result could be interpreted in a way that people might want
to self-disclose towards a robot to feel more connected. In
case social connectedness with humans is under threat, the
motivation to self-disclose towards robots might increase.
Disclosing personal information towards social robots might
be also beneficial, not only for psychological outcomes for
users, but also for a robot’s function: A robot could adapt to
users’ needs and habits based on their self-disclosures [e.g.,
49]. For example, to be deemed an acceptable robot compan-
ion, the robot ideally should know which interaction styles
a given user prefers, e.g., the frequency the robot should
ask whether the user wants the robot’s service, and which
special needs the user might have, e.g., being informed on
the weather every morning, and adapt accordingly [50]. To
enable such user-centered adaptation, users indeed need to
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reveal at least somekindof personal information to their com-
panion robot to ensure a smooth interaction. Overall, it needs
to be investigated more thoroughly if findings of human–hu-
man interaction (HHI) literature on self-disclosure reasons
also apply for HRI. However, the results of some studies
[48] already point out that there might be parallels between
HHI and HRI, as supported by the media equation theory
[51].

Besides the reviewed benefits of self-disclosure in HRI,
self-disclosure is also associated with various risks: The dis-
closure decisionmodel proposes a number of risks associated
with self-disclosure, namely social rejection, betrayal, and
causing discomfort to the recipient of the disclosure [18].
Betrayal is related to privacy, as it concerns the subjective
fear that previously disclosed information could be passed
on to third parties without permission of the discloser [17].
Thus, loss of privacy is a risk of self-disclosure [52]. This
risk of self-disclosure is especially relevant for disclosures
high in intimacy [18]. This is due to the fact that sharing inti-
mate information leaves an individual more vulnerable than
sharing non-intimate information. Through self-disclosure of
intimate information, a recipient of self-disclosure receives
power over a discloser because the recipient could develop
an unfavorable opinion about the discloser based on the
disclosure and since the recipient could pass the disclosed
information to third parties [e.g., 17]. Thus, the discloser’s
privacy is at risk. The latter risk is especially important
for each scenario in which the disclosed data is saved and
available online, as is possible for social robots. Storing
data online increases privacy risk [e.g., 22, 53]. Concern-
ing robots, people are very aware of such privacy risks [10]:
When people were asked to list negative thoughts or feelings
they have when thinking about an interaction with a social
robot themost frequently called aspect was privacy concerns.

If an individual discloses information towards a social
robot or in proximity to it, the subjective risk of self-
disclosure may not only depend on the expectations on the
robot itself to keep the disclosure confidential, but also on the
privacy settings of the robot. As social robots need to store
data about individuals to interact individually with them and
many robots rely on cloud services, potential users could
fear that those stored data could be stolen by others [50].
Moreover, privacy settings have an impact on the likelihood
of data being stolen or misused. Thus, the more lenient pri-
vacy settings are, themore subjective risk of self-disclosure is
entailed. In a practical sense, when privacy settings of a robot
are lenient and thus go along with higher risks of privacy
violation, individuals might be less willing to self-disclose
towards it. This might also be true when the self-disclosure
is directed towards a human while being in proximity to a
robot: If the robot can collect and store the disclosed infor-
mation, it does not matter if the robot itself is the recipient
of the disclosure to entail a loss of privacy risk.

If individuals would benefit from disclosing towards a
social robot but privacy concerns would prevent individuals
to disclose, recommendations for privacy settings of robots
for personal use could be derived. To exemplify, we might
recommend users to determine high-risk situations like pri-
vate gatherings where privacy settings should be particularly
strict. A robot might even recognize a private gathering and
then automatically set the privacy settings as strict as possi-
ble. Thereby, users might be more comfortable to use a robot
in a private environment.

3 The Present Experiments

Taking into account the existing literature from law, psychol-
ogy, and social robotics, it becomes evident that privacy is a
serious concern in the context of using and deploying robots:
People are aware of the privacy risks associated with robot
usage [e.g., 10]. On the one hand, a social robot’s utility relies
on user data, e.g., on habits and preferences in daily life, so
that a robot may adapt to its user. On the other hand, using
and storing data represents a legal and practical challenge
because a user’s privacy needs to be protected. From a legal
perspective, it is the robot developers’ duty to protect a user’s
personal space. Furthermore, protecting privacy is of practi-
cal interest since satisfying privacy-related needs are likely
to increase likeability, trust, and contact intentions, as well
as the willingness to self-disclose towards a robot. In a set
of two experiments, we aimed to investigate the role of pri-
vacy settings on attitudes and behavioral intentions towards
robots. In Experiment 1, we manipulated privacy settings on
an absolute level, namely comparing lenient and strict pri-
vacy settings. In Experiment 2, we manipulated privacy in
a user-centered way, comparing self-chosen with preset pri-
vacy settings.

All experimental manipulations were implemented in
the context of the newly developed social robot named
VIVA (https://navelrobotics.com/viva).We conducted exten-
sive research on the social, legal and practical aspects and
implications associatedwithVIVA’s use [e.g., 10, 27, 54, 55].
One important feature of the robot VIVA indeed is its con-
formity to EU privacy laws. VIVA was developed to provide
utmost utility while protecting user privacy. Additionally, it
features the possibility for users to control privacy-related
aspects themselves. As the robot VIVA was designed to be
a companion for users in their homes, it is of essence that
they feel comfortable to disclose towards the robot VIVA
or at least at the presence of the robot VIVA, as the robot
will likely witness conversations of users with other peo-
ple. In order to investigate the psychological effects of such
strict privacy settings on attitudes and behavioral intentions
towards the robot, we first contrasted them with more lenient
privacy settings in Experiment 1.
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4 Experiment 1

In Experiment 1, we manipulated whether a robot featured
strict vs. lenient privacy settings. In this online experiment,
one group evaluated a robot with strict privacy settings (strict
privacy condition). The other group evaluated a robot with
lenient privacy settings (lenient privacy condition). The pre-
registration can be accessed via https://aspredicted.org/fx
26c.pdf. We expected that attitudes towards the robot would
be more favorable in the strict privacy condition compared
to the lenient privacy condition, resulting in the following
hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1: Robot likeability is higher in the strict privacy
condition than in the lenient privacy condition.

Hypothesis 2: Trust towards the robot is higher in the strict
privacy condition than in the lenient privacy condition.

Hypothesis 3: Contact intentions towards the robot are high-
er in the strict privacy condition than in the lenient privacy
condition.

Previous research on attitudes towards social robots has
shown that a prominent feature of robot-related attitudes is
ambivalence [for an overview see 56].We expect that through
attenuating one of potential users’main concerns in the use of
social robots, namely privacy violations, users develop more
favorable attitudes towards social robots.

Hypothesis 4: Subjective ambivalence is lower in the strict
privacy condition than in the lenient privacy condition.

Hypothesis 5: Objective ambivalence is lower in the strict
privacy condition than in the lenient privacy condition.

Consequently, behavioral intentions towards the robot in
the form of willingness to self-disclose are expected to vary
between conditions, since data security is an important factor
in self-disclosure.

Hypothesis 6: (a) Depth of self-disclosure, and (b) breadth
of self-disclosure are higher in the strict privacy condition
than in the lenient privacy condition.

4.1 Method

4.1.1 Participants and Design

131 participants completed the online questionnaire via
Qualtrics between September and December 2020. As pre-
registered, we excluded three participants due to not having
responded meticulously, resulting in the desired sample size
of 128 participants of which 33weremale, 93 female and two
diverse (Mage � 26.13, SDage � 8.64). 111 participants were
students. We manipulated robot privacy via text-vignettes on
two levels (strict vs. lenient).

4.1.2 Experimental Manipulation

To provide a context for the experimental manipulation,
participants were presented with three possible data-related
settings, ordered from strict to lenient settings (local save,
upload certain data to a cloud, upload all data automatically
to a cloud) and three possible connection settings (inter-
net connection on request, temporary internet connection,
permanent internet connection), respectively. For the experi-
mental manipulation, participants were then presented with a
possible configuration of VIVA’s privacy settings that could
be used for the market-ready robot, depending on the condi-
tion. To reflect a lenient privacy condition, the data-related
settings were set to “upload all data automatically to a cloud”
and the connection settings were set to “permanent internet
connection”. To represent the strict privacy condition, the
data-related settings were, in turn, set to “local save” and the
connection settings were set to “internet connection upon
request”. The robot’s price was set as 3,000 e in both condi-
tions, orienting on the approximate anticipated price of the
robot VIVA as indicated by the project partners at the time
of the experiment.

4.1.3 Measures

All variables were measured on 7-point Likert scales from
1 (not at all) to 7 (very much). Cronbach’s alpha values are
reported as measured in the current experiments.

Robot Likeability We assessed robot likeability with six
items (αExp1 � .90, αExp2 � .90), five of which were adapted
fromReysen [57] and one itemwas adapted fromSalem et al.
[58], e.g., “VIVA is friendly.”.

Trust Trust towards the robot was measured with four items
(αExp1 � .84, αExp2 � .76) adapted from [59], e.g., rating
VIVA from “not trustworthy” to “trustworthy”.

Contact Intentions Wemeasured contact intentions towards
the robots with five items (αExp1 � .90, αExp2 � .88) adapted
from Eyssel and Kuchenbrandt [60], e.g., “Howmuch would
you like to meet the VIVA robot?”.

Subjective Ambivalence Subjective ambivalence was
assessed using the mean of three items (αExp1 � .86, αExp2
� .90) adapted from [61] i.e., “To what degree do you
have mixed feelings concerning the VIVA robot?”, “To what
degree do you feel indecisive concerning the VIVA robot?”,
“To what degree do you feel conflicted concerning the VIVA
robot?”.

Objective Ambivalence We computed objective ambiva-
lence with the help of two items asking for positive and
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negative evaluations separately, e.g., “When you think of the
positive aspects of the VIVA robot and ignore the negative
aspects, how positively do you evaluate this robot?”, and vice
versa. We calculated a value for objective ambivalence using
theGriffin formula of ambivalence: (P +N)/2− |P−N|.High
values indicate high ambivalence and low values indicate low
ambivalence [62].

Self-disclosure To measure depth of self-disclosure, we
asked with one item how intimate participants would let
a conversation with the robot VIVA be, with an intimate
conversation meaning to discuss topics which they usually
address only with familiars, while a less intimate conversa-
tion means to discuss topics they would also discuss with
relatively unfamiliar people. The scale measuring depth of
self-disclosure ranged from 1 (not at all intimate) to 7 (very
intimate). Breadth of self-disclosure was assessed with one
item asking for the preferred length of conversation with the
robot VIVA from 1 (as short as possible) to 7 (as long as
possible).

Additional Variables As a manipulation check, we assessed
participants’ perceived privacy risk elicited by the robot
[63] (αExp1 � .92, αExp2 � .90). For a conjoint analysis of
the factors data storage, internet connection, and price for
willingness to buy the robot, participants were furthermore
presented with all combinations of the data-related and the
connection settings and three price options (2,000e, 3,000e,
4,000e), resulting in 27 combinations. To enable the conjoint
analysis, participants were asked to indicate how much they
would like to buy the robot for each combination. Finally,
concerning dispositional variables, we assessed technology
commitment [64] (αExp1 � .85, αExp2 � .84) and chronic
loneliness [65] (αExp1 � .85, αExp2 � .83).

4.1.4 Procedure

After providing informed consent, participants were pre-
sented with a description and a picture of the robot VIVA.
Participants were informed in a text vignette that VIVAwas a
social robot for the home use that was currently under devel-
opment. It was described as being able to engage in simple
conversations, to recognize emotions, and to react accord-
ingly. Moreover, the text vignette stated that VIVA would be
able to perceive its environment and tomove around indepen-
dently [see also 10]. Participants were further told that VIVA
could have various data-related settings and connection set-
tings, on which other functions, like recognizing people and
enabling updates would depend. They were then presented
with the experimental manipulation consisting of an intro-
duction of all settings followed by a text-based vignette of a
robotwith either strict or lenient privacy settings. Participants
were then asked to evaluate the presented robot.

Furthermore, participants were instructed to evaluate 27
combinations of data storage, internet connection settings,
and price for the conjoint analysis. Subsequently, they were
asked to choose settings for a robot themselves and evalu-
ate their objective and subjective ambivalence again. Finally,
we assessed chronic loneliness, technology commitment,
demographic information, and asked whether participants
had participated meticulously. Participants were thanked and
debriefed.

4.2 Results

4.2.1 Main Analyses

As a manipulation check, we investigated whether perceived
privacy risk was higher in the lenient privacy condition (M �
5.08, SD� 1.25) than the strict privacy condition (M � 3.70,
SD� 1.51). Thiswas indeed the case (t(126)� 5.62, p< .001,
d � 0.99). To test Hypothesis 1 that posited higher robot like-
ability in the strict privacy condition compared to the lenient
privacy condition, we ran a t-test. Contrary to Hypothesis
1, robot likeability was not significantly higher in the strict
privacy condition (M � 3.65, SD � 1.29) compared to the
lenient privacy condition (M � 3.53, SD � 1.36), t(126) �
− 0.52, p � .301, d � 0.09. However, in line with Hypoth-
esis 2, trust towards the robots was significantly higher in
the strict privacy condition (M � 3.87, SD � 1.21) than the
lenient privacy condition (M � 3.38, SD � 1.23), t(126) �
− 2.25, p � .013, d � 0.39, indicating a small effect accord-
ing to Cohen [66]. Furthermore, concerning Hypothesis 3,
contact intentions towards the robot were not significantly
higher in the strict privacy condition (M � 3.49, SD � 1.39)
compared to the lenient privacy condition (M � 3.25, SD �
1.56), t(126) � − 0.93, p � .177, d � 0.16. In accordance
with Hypothesis 4, subjective ambivalence was significantly
lower in the strict privacy condition (M � 4.20, SD � 1.19)
compared to the lenient privacy condition (M � 4.64, SD
� 1.43), t(126) � 1.89, p � .030, d � 0.33, indicating a
small effect. This effect did not transfer to objective ambiva-
lence: Contrary to Hypothesis 5, objective ambivalence was
not significantly lower in the strict privacy condition (M �
2.73, SD � 1.88) compared to the lenient privacy condi-
tion (M � 2.55, SD � 2.16), t(126) � − 0.51, p � .696, d
� 0.09. With regards to self-disclosure, in accordance with
Hypothesis 6, the willingness to self-disclose was higher in
the strict privacy condition compared to the lenient privacy
condition. This was the case for both depth of self-disclosure
(Mstrict privacy � 3.71, SDstrict privacy � 1.64;Mlenient privacy �
2.58, SDlenient privacy � 1.45; t(126) � − 4.14, p < .001, d
� 0.73) and breadth of self-disclosure (Mstrict privacy � 3.37,
SDstrict privacy � 1.34; Mlenient privacy � 2.78, SDlenient privacy

� 1.46; t(126) � − 2.34, p � .010, d � 0.41), indicating
small to medium effects.
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4.2.2 Exploratory Analyses

We conducted a conjoint analysis using 27 combinations of
the data-related and the connection settings and three price
options (2,000 e, 3,000 e, 4,000 e). Choice-based conjoint
analyses can be used to investigate preferred attributes of
products, and have been used to investigate the privacy-utility
tradeoff concerning voice assistants [32]. For each of the 27
combinations, participants were asked howmuch they would
like to buy the respective robot. The values that result from
the analysis indicate the relative importance (r.i.) of the fea-
tures for the decision making, meaning that they indicate
how important a feature is for the decision making [32].
The relative importance ranges from 0 to 100% and adds
up to 100%. Results showed that data-related settings had
the largest impact on the user’s evaluation (r.i. � 40.39),
followed by the connection settings (r.i. � 33.34) and the
price (r.i.� 26.28). For the data-related settings, the medium
option (upload certain data to a cloud) was preferred. For
the connection settings, also the medium option (temporary
internet connection) was preferred.

After the evaluations of all combinations of settings, par-
ticipants were asked to choose their preferred settings andwe
assessed subjective and objective ambivalence again. Sub-
jective ambivalence was significantly higher concerning the
robot with the preset privacy settings (M � 4.42, SD � 1.33)
compared to the robot with the self-chosen privacy settings
(M � 3.76, SD � 1.33), t(126) � 5.86, p < .001, d � 0.50.
Also, objective ambivalence was significantly higher con-
cerning the robot with the preset privacy settings (M � 2.64,
SD � 2.02) compared to the robot with the self-chosen pri-
vacy settings (M � 2.15, SD � 1.92), t(126) � 2.62, p �
.005, d � 0.25.

Concerning correlational analyses, we investigated cor-
relations between all variables (see Table 1). Technology
commitment correlated positively with contact intentions
(r(126) � .27, p � .002) and negatively with objective
ambivalence (r(126)� − .25, p� .005). That is, people with
higher technology commitment seemed to bemore willing to
interact with a robot and experienced fewer opposing evalua-
tions. However, there was no significant correlation between
technology commitment and likeability, trust, self-disclosure
and subjective ambivalence. Furthermore, loneliness corre-
lated significantly with objective ambivalence (r(126)� .19,
p� .027). This might indicate that lonely individuals experi-
ence more opposing evaluations concerning robots. Interest-
ingly, these dispositional variables seemed to influence the
objective existence of evaluations, but not the experienced
conflict, namely subjective ambivalence. Interestingly, per-
ceived privacy risk showed significant correlations with all
main dependent variables. People who perceived the privacy
risk as high, evaluated the robot as less likeable (r(126) �
− .30, p < .001), trustworthy (r(126) � − .49, p < .001),

had less contact intentions (r(126) � − .28, p � .001), expe-
rienced higher ambivalence (subjective: r(126) � .24, p �
.005, objective: r(126) � .22, p � .013), and were less will-
ing to self-disclose (depth: r(126)� − .51, p < .001, breadth
r(126) � − .34, p < .001). We provide a table of all correla-
tions with a confidence interval of 0.99 in Table 1.

4.3 Discussion

In Experiment 1, we investigated the impact of strict vs.
lenient robot privacy settings on attitudes concerning the
robot. To do so, we presented participants with text-based
vignettes of a robot’s privacy related settings and assessed
robot likeability, robot-related trust, contact intentions, atti-
tudinal ambivalence and intention to self-disclose towards
the robot. In sum, not all hypotheses could be supported
by empirical evidence. In line with Hypotheses 2, 4 and 6,
trust, as well as depth and breadth of self-disclosure, were
higher in the strict privacy condition compared to the lenient
privacy condition, and subjective ambivalence was lower in
the strict privacy condition compared to the lenient privacy
condition. However, there was no significant difference con-
cerning robot likeability, contact intentions, and objective
ambivalence. It seems like manipulating privacy in abso-
lute terms i.e., strict vs. lenient, especially influences trust
and trust-relatedbehavioral intentions, i.e., self-disclosure, as
well as subjective ambivalence, whichmight also be strongly
influenced by trust. It seems that these dependent variables
benefit most from reduced privacy risk. In contrast, likeabil-
ity, contact intentions, and objective ambivalence appear to
be independent from an objective privacy risk. As stated
before, not only potential users’ subjective judgment of
the privacy settings’ rigor, but also a sense of control over
privacy settings might influence our dependent variables sig-
nificantly. To investigate if control over privacy settings has
similar effects on attitudes and behavioral intentions as strict
vs. lenient privacy settings itself, in Experiment 2, wemanip-
ulated whether the privacy settings were preset or chosen by
the participants. Furthermore, to assess compensatory cogni-
tions as a consequence of ambivalence, in Experiment 2 we
also measured personal belief in a just world. Compensatory
cognitions, specifically belief in a just world, have been
shown to result from ambivalence as a means to cope with
attitudinal conflict, even if the ambivalent attitude objects are
unrelated to such compensatory cognitions [68].

5 Experiment 2

To test the idea that providing a choice to select privacy set-
tingswould have a beneficial impact on participants’ attitudes
towards a robot, we formulated the hypotheses in parallel
to those tested in Experiment 1. The preregistration can be
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accessed via https://aspredicted.org/kr46j.pdf. We hypoth-
esized that attitudes and behavioral intentions towards the
social robot would be more favorable if the participants
were able to choose the privacy settings themselves (choice
condition) compared to preset privacy settings (no choice
condition).

Hypothesis 1: Robot likeability is higher in the choice con-
dition than in the no choice condition.

Hypothesis 2: Trust towards the robot is higher in the choice
condition than in the no choice condition.

Hypothesis 3: Contact intentions towards the robot are high-
er in the choice condition than in the no choice condition.

Hypothesis 4: Subjective ambivalence is lower in the choice
condition than in the no choice condition.

Hypothesis 5: Objective ambivalence is lower in the choice
condition than in the no choice condition.

Hypothesis 6: (a) Depth of self-disclosure, and (b) breadth
of self-disclosure are higher in the choice condition than in
the no choice condition.

5.1 Method

5.1.1 Participants and Design

216 participants completed an online questionnaire via
Qualtrics between April and November 2021. As prereg-
istered, we excluded 24 participants due to not having
participatedmeticulously, resulting in the desired sample size
of 192 participants of which 60 were male, 131 female and
one open declaration (Mage � 26.21, SDage � 9.09). 150
participants were students. We manipulated robot privacy
settings on two levels, giving participants the opportunity
to choose the settings in one condition and providing preset
settings on a medium level, which was the mostly chosen
setting in Experiment 1, in the other condition (choice vs. no
choice).

5.1.2 Experimental Manipulation

As in Experiment 1, participants were presented with the
same possible data-related settings (i.e., local save, upload
certain data to a cloud, upload all data automatically to a
cloud) and connection settings (i.e., internet connection on
request, temporary internet connection, permanent internet
connection). For the experimental manipulation, participants
were either presentedwith a possible configuration ofVIVA’s
settings on a medium level with which the robot might be
sold or were asked to choose the settings themselves. In the

no choice condition, the data-related settings were set to a
medium level as “upload certain data to a cloud” and the con-
nection settings were set as “temporary internet connection”.
In the choice condition, participants could choose from the
three options for data-related and connection settings, respec-
tively. The price was again set as 3,000 e in both conditions.

5.1.3 Measures

We employed the same dependent variables as in Experi-
ment 1, extended by the Personal Beliefs in a Just World
(PBJW) questionnaire with seven items (α � .90), e.g., “I
am usually treated fairly” [69]. This variable was included
to explore potential consequences of ambivalent attitudes
towards robots [56]. Specifically, ambivalence may lead to
compensatory cognitions, such as a higher belief in a just
world after being exposed to ambivalent stimuli, even if the
stimuli and beliefs are unrelated [68]. Here, we aimed to
explore whether participants compensated the ambivalent
attitudes evoked by the robot by showing higher percep-
tions of order, in this case operationalized by higher personal
beliefs in a just world.

5.1.4 Procedure

After providing informed consent, participants were pre-
sented with a description and a picture of the robot VIVA.
Participants were presentedwith all possible data-related and
storage settings as in Experiment 1. This was followed by a
description of a robotwithmedium settings (no choice condi-
tion) or the task to choose their preferred settings themselves
(choice condition), depending on the experimental condition.
Theywere then asked to evaluate the respective robot. There-
after, we assessed PBJW, chronic loneliness, technology
commitment, demographic information, and asked whether
participants had participated meticulously. Finally, partici-
pants were thanked and debriefed.

5.2 Results

5.2.1 Main Analyses

On a descriptive level, participants in the choice condition
seemed to choose all options concerning connection set-
tings equally (i.e., internet connection on request (31 times),
temporary internet connection (31 times), permanent inter-
net connection (36 times)) while there might be a tendency
towards the middle concerning data storage (i.e., local save
(24 times), upload certain data to a cloud (62 times), upload
all data automatically to a cloud (12 times)).

Again, we used t-tests to examine our hypotheses that
robot likeability, trust towards the robot, contact intentions
towards the robot, and willingness to self-disclose would be
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higher, and ambivalence would be lower towards the robot
in the choice condition compared to the no choice condition.
In line with Hypothesis 1, robot likeability was significantly
higher in the choice condition (M � 3.91, SD � 1.33) com-
pared to the no choice condition (M � 3.55, SD � 1.40),
t(190) � 1.81, p � .036, d � 0.26, indicating a small effect.
However, in contrast to Hypothesis 2, trust towards the robot
was not significantly higher in the choice condition (M �
3.84, SD � 1.12), compared to the no choice condition (M �
3.88, SD � 1.22), t(190) � − 0.26, p � .602, d � 0.04.
Furthermore, concerning Hypothesis 3, contact intentions
towards the robot were significantly higher in the choice con-
dition (M � 3.79, SD � 1.40) compared to the no choice
condition (M � 3.40, SD � 1.52), t(190) � 1.85, p � .033,
d � 0.27, indicating a small effect. In contrast to Hypoth-
esis 4, subjective ambivalence was not significantly lower
in the choice condition (M � 4.30, SD � 1.56) compared
to the no choice condition (M � 4.03, SD � 1.65), t(190)
� 1.17, p � .878, d � 0.17. Also, contrary to Hypothesis
5, objective ambivalence was not significantly lower in the
choice condition (M � 2.69, SD � 1.92) compared to the no
choice condition (M � 2.55, SD � 2.00), t(190) � 0.48, p
� .684, d � 0.07. In accordance with Hypothesis 6, depth
of self-disclosure was higher in the choice condition (M �
3.37, SD � 1.46) compared to the no choice condition (M �
2.96, SD � 1.28), t � 2.07, p � .020, d � 0.30, indicating
a small effect. However, breadth of self-disclosure was not
significantly higher in the choice condition (M � 3.41, SD
� 1.60) compared to the no choice condition (M � 3.17, SD
� 1.64), t(190) � 1.02, p � .155, d � 0.15.

5.2.2 Exploratory Analyses

For the exploratory variables, we again investigated cor-
relations between the individual variables and the main
dependent variables (see Table 2). As in Experiment 1, lone-
liness correlated significantly with objective ambivalence
(r(190) � .19, p � .008), but not with the other variables.
In Experiment 2, technology commitment correlated signif-
icantly with robot likeability (r(190) � .27, p < .001), trust
(r(190) � .16, p � .028), contact intentions (r(190) � .34, p
< .001), subjective ambivalence (r(190) � − .17, p � .020),
and depth of self-disclosure (r(190) � .20, p � .006). Per-
ceived privacy risk was negatively correlated with likeability
(r(190) � − .28, p < .001), trust (r(190) � − .48, p < .001),
contact intentions (r(190) � − .35, p < .001), breadth of
self-disclosure (r(190) � − .33, p < .001) and depth of self-
disclosure (r(190) � − .46, p < .001) and positively with
subjective ambivalence (r(190) � .35, p < .001), similar to
Experiment 1. As a new variable, we investigated belief in a
just world, since previous research has shown that ambiva-
lence induces compensatory cognitions, which can manifest
in unrelated control strategies, as a higher belief in just world

[68]. However, belief in a just world correlated negatively
only with objective ambivalence (r(190) � − .18, p � .010)
and not with subjective ambivalence.

5.3 Discussion

In Experiment 2 we investigated the influence of self-chosen
vs. preset privacy settings on attitudes and behavioral inten-
tions towards a robot. In line with our hypotheses and the
“I designed it myself” effect [40], participants evaluated the
robotwith the settings they chose themselves asmore likeable
and participants reported higher contact intentions compared
to the robot with preset settings. They were also willing to
disclosemore in-depth personal information to the robotwith
self-chosen privacy settings. However, attitudes and behav-
ioral intentions were not always more favorable concerning
the choice condition. There were no significant differences
concerning trust, subjective and objective ambivalence and
breadth of self-disclosure between conditions. When decid-
ing on a privacy-utility tradeoff [32], participants might have
chosen a robot that has more lenient privacy settings and is
therefore more functional. Such a tradeoff has been previ-
ously observed concerning tele-operated robots [19]. In this
case, participants might feel ambivalent about the robots as
they have accepted that they would be distrusting towards
the robot, while at the same time liking and wanting to use
it. Previous research has shown that seemingly opposing
attitude components are an inherent factor of robot-related
attitudes—such as liking a robot but not trusting it—and it
is not a contradiction to have positive and negative evalua-
tions about a robot at the same time [56]. Another construct
related to ambivalence that was tested in the current work is
compensatory cognitions—operationalized by means of the
Belief in a Just World scale. Compensatory cognitions may
occur in order to compensate for the experienced uncertainty
when experiencing ambivalence [68]. We explored whether
higher ambivalencewould lead tomotivated compensation of
uncertainty, expressed through a higher belief in a just world.
However, this assumption was not supported by our data.
The role of compensatory cognitions thus should be tested
further [see also 56]. Possibly, ambivalence only leads to
compensatory cognitions when the ambivalence under inves-
tigation is particularly relevant to the self, as is the case, e.g.,
with political opinions as evaluated in the original experi-
ment connecting ambivalence and compensatory cognitions.
For a robot as an attitude object, which participants did not
meet and also could not expect to meet it in the future, the
personal relevance might be rather low and thus not require
compensatory cognitions.

Concerning correlational findings, the results obtained in
Experiment 2 diverged from those obtained in Experiment
1: For instance, in Experiment 2, technology commitment
correlated with many variables, e.g., likeability, trust, and
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subjective ambivalence, which was not the case in the con-
text of Experiment 1. This finding indicates that technology
commitment has a particular impact on attitudes towards
robots when participants are involved in design decisions.
That is, people high in technology commitment might be
particularly interested in being part of the robot design pro-
cess and might be especially prone to improvements in their
robot-related attitudes when having the opportunity to make
use of their expertise regarding technology. However, the
sample was larger in Experiment 2 than in Experiment 1,
which could be an explanation for the higher number of sig-
nificant correlations. Furthermore, the significant correlation
between perceived privacy risk and all dependent variables
again underlines the importance of perceived privacy risk
rather than actual privacy risk concerning robot-related atti-
tudes.

6 General Discussion

In the current work, we aimed to investigate the influence of a
robot’s privacy settings on attitudes and behavioral intentions
towards it. For this purpose, we manipulated privacy settings
both in absolute terms (strict vs. lenient; Experiment 1) and
in a user-centered way (i.e., providing participants with a
choice vs. no choice; Experiment 2). In both experiments
we investigated the influence of privacy settings on robot
likeability, contact intentions, robot-related trust, attitudinal
ambivalence and depth and breadth of self-disclosure.

Whereas participants did not evaluate the robot with strict
privacy settings as significantly more likeable compared to
the robot with lenient privacy settings in Experiment 1,
choosing privacy settings seemed to have an impact on like-
ability in Experiment 2. Here, the robot with self-chosen
privacy settings was evaluated as more likeable compared
to a robot with preset privacy settings. This corresponds to
the “I designed it myself” effect, which posits that things are
evaluated more positively when potential users are enabled
to participate in the design process [40]. The same was true
for contact intentions. While privacy settings did not impact
contact intentions in Experiment 1, participants seemedmore
eager to meet the robot when choosing the privacy settings
themselves in Experiment 2, compared to the preset settings.
It might be that participants rather like and want to meet
a robot with which they engaged regarding some settings
themselves, like in the “I designed it myself” effect, while
the particular privacy settings might be secondary for like-
ability and contact intentions concerning a robot. However,
the results concerning trust showed a different pattern.

Whereas trust towards the robot was significantly higher
in the strict privacy condition compared to the lenient pri-
vacy condition in Experiment 1, there was no significant
difference in terms of trust between choice conditions in

Experiment 2. This might be due to the fact that the robot
in the lenient privacy condition did not have the capability to
engage in distrust-inducing behavior due to its restrictions. In
Experiment 2, participants might have engaged in a privacy-
utility tradeoff and thus did not choose the settings resulting
in the utmost trustworthiness. We see descriptively a ten-
dency to choose moderate privacy settings which speaks for
the suggested privacy-utility tradeoff.We conclude that strict
privacy settings contribute to higher trust towards robots, but
that is not necessarily the most important factor to the users’
general attitudes and behavioral intentions towards robots.
Rather, users might wish to choose their own preferred trade-
off between privacy and utility which does increase general
attitudes and behavioral intentions.

Furthermore, we investigated factors that might attenu-
ate ambivalence with regards to robots which was reported
in recent research [10, 27]. Despite the personal experi-
ence of conflicting thoughts and feelings (i.e., subjective
ambivalence) being significantly lower concerning a robot
with strict privacy settings compared to lenient privacy set-
tings in Experiment 1, there was no difference depending
on the choice condition in Experiment 2 regarding sub-
jective ambivalence. One possible interpretation might be
that with lenient privacy settings which participants might
have chosen in Experiment 2, both privacy-risks and util-
ity increase, causing an attitudinal conflict. Thus, subjective
ambivalence is not reduced as participants might choose
lenient privacy settings to make a tradeoff between privacy
and utility. While this conflict might be reduced by choos-
ing the privacy settings, the conflict might be re-activated
during robot evaluation due to a more deliberate thinking
about the positive and negative evaluations related to such
choices. This would indicate two opposing effects canceling
each other out. However, this is only one possible interpreta-
tion and might be further investigated in future experiments.
Both in Experiment 1 and 2, experimental manipulations did
not have an impact on self-reported objective ambivalence.
Previous research has indicated that objective and subjective
ambivalence towards robots is usually high and not signifi-
cantly influenced by manipulations of robot details [10]. In
the current experiments, subjective and objective ambiva-
lence were on a medium to high level. We might conclude
that choosing privacy settings does not seem to be a potential
way of reducing subjective and objective attitudinal ambiva-
lence towards robots.

Lastly, results concerning self-disclosure were partly con-
sistent between experiments. When social robots become
part of the home environment, they might be targets of self-
disclosure. The collected data makes disclosers vulnerable
to the transmission to third parties which could exploit them
[e.g., 50]. To overcome this issue, users of social robotsmight
prefer strict privacy settings or insist on self-chosen privacy
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settings. Accordingly, we found in Experiment 1 that partic-
ipants would self-disclose more intimately and for a longer
time towards the social robot when the privacy settings are
strict compared to lenient. Similarly, in Experiment 2, par-
ticipants who chose the privacy settings themselves would
self-disclose more intimate topics towards the social robot.
However, there was no significant difference in the preferred
duration of self-disclosure between preset and self-chosen
privacy conditions in Experiment 2. This result might be
explained by the strong association of self-disclosure inti-
macy, i.e., depth of self-disclosure, and perceived risk of the
self-disclosure [18]. People are keen to protect their own
intimate information more than to protect a lot of informa-
tion low in intimacy as especially personal information high
in intimacy in the hands of others can cause negative conse-
quences. Therefore, more control over privacy settings might
have a stronger impact on the depth of self-disclosure with
which users are comfortable than on the duration of self-
disclosure. We conclude that strict privacy settings and the
opportunity to choose privacy settings independently might
increase the willingness to self-disclose towards a robot or
in the presence of a robot, especially when it comes to more
personal self-disclosure. The current findings indicate that
strict privacy settings aswell as the opportunity to choose pri-
vacy settings both have the potential to improve robot-related
attitudes and behavioral intentions such as ambivalence,
likeability and the willingness for self-disclosure. However,
those two manipulations seemed to influence attitudes in
diverging domains. While strict privacy settings enhanced
trust, attenuated subjective ambivalence, and increased the
willingness to self-disclose in intimacy and duration, the
choice of privacy settings seems to primarily impact robot
likeability, contact intentions and the intimacy of potential
self-disclosure. It seems that lenient vs. strict privacy set-
tings primarily influence trust-related constructs. In contrast,
choosing privacy settings seems to influence primarily gen-
eral attitudinal aspects and general behavioral intentions, but
not primarily trust-related constructs. One interpretation is
that participants do not choose the strictest privacy conditions
because they want to increase utility by reducing privacy.
This privacy-utility tradeoff possibly activates strong posi-
tive and strong negative associations with the robot, but does
not necessarily reduce privacy risk and thus has no impact on
trust-related constructs. Future experiments might replicate
these results in different scenarios and investigate the under-
lying mechanisms leading to such divergences. These results
might have practical implications: To exemplify, it might be
beneficial if a robot is only allowed to tighten privacy settings
up automatically, but never to reduce the strictness of privacy
settings as users in general prefer strict vs. lenient privacy
settings. However, based on these results, we recommend to
allow participants to choose privacy settings themselves and
to communicate available privacy settings transparently. It

even might be beneficial to compel users to deal with the pri-
vacy settings of a robot when starting the robot for the first
time so that users set privacy settings they feel comfortable
with whichmight increase the chance of long-term robot use.

6.1 Strengths, Limitations, and FutureWork

The present research has numerous strengths: First, we could
show that preset privacy settings (strict vs. lenient) affects
especially trust-related attitudes and behavioral intentions
towards robots, and that having a choice regarding privacy
settings influences general attitudes and behavioral inten-
tions towards robots. We found that participants tended to
choose moderate privacy settings, which reflect a privacy-
utility tradeoff on the part of the users. Due to the two-study
design with the same measures, but different manipulations,
the results are easily comparable and the combination of
manipulations provides insights that would not have been
possible independently. On a theoretical level we suggest
a plausible interpretation why the manipulations of privacy
settings (strict vs. lenient) in Experiment 1 and the possi-
bility to choose (preset vs. self-chosen privacy settings) in
Experiment 2 show different result patterns, which can be
investigated more deeply in future work. Second, we com-
mitted to open science principles, e.g., having preregistered
hypotheses and making the data and analysis code avail-
able. Moreover, the current research builds a bridge between
research on assistive technologies, such as Alexa or Siri, and
HRI research. While there was no actual interaction in the
current scenario, the features of the introduced robot went
beyond those of voice assistants by being able tomove around
the personal space and being a potential interaction partner
with emotional expression rather than solely responding to
prompts. Further, the experimental manipulation of privacy
settings allowed for a standardized and systematic investiga-
tion of privacy settings which could also be used in future
research. However, the chosen available privacy settings do
not encompass all possible privacy settings for social robots.
Thus, other privacy settings should also be tested, includ-
ing those implemented in robots which are already on the
market. To illustrate, it might be useful to allow for indi-
vidual sensor-related privacy settings: Thereby, users could
decide if they wish to have visual or auditive data stored
under specific circumstances. User preferences for privacy
settings might change depending on specific situations, e.g.,
being alone with the robot vs. having guests on a private
party. Therefore, it is a strength as well as a weakness of the
current work that we investigated only rather general privacy
settings in our research: General privacy settings allow to
explore their impact on attitudes and behavioral intentions
towards a social robot from a basic research perspective. At
the same time, it is important to demonstrate that indeed, user
attitudes and behavioral intentions are affected by the preset
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privacy settings (Experiment 1) or the opportunity to choose
such settings oneself (Experiment 2).

Another critique relates to the study design: We only con-
ducted online studies due to the COVID-19 pandemic, which
also did not allow for a human–robot interaction. Therebywe
could easily reach the preregistered large sample sizes, but
couldnot control the sample characteristics. Thus, our sample
consisted mostly of students. Because of the online design,
the current experiments relied on text-based scenarios instead
of a real-life HRI. Future research might investigate whether
the results are replicable in actualHRIs andwithmore diverse
samples. Especially end user groups, such as elderly peo-
ple with increased health care needs [e.g., 70] should be
taken into account in future experiments. Moreover, it is still
unclear how attitudes towards the robot and data security
might change during an extended time of exposure. Using an
actual HRI would also allow to assess actual self-disclosure
instead of self-disclosure intentions and thus increase ecolog-
ical validity. To investigate self-disclosure in further detail,
more comprehensive measures of self-disclosure could be
used, e.g., a scale to measure the willingness to self-disclose
with topics which vary in valence and intimacy [48]. Using
such a scale would allow to investigate effects on specific
topics and would improve our knowledge on privacy effects
on more specific disclosures. Moreover, we focused only on
the robot VIVA. Due to the robot scenario taken from a real-
life use case we enhance the findings’ internal and external
validity. However, to generalize the results on other robot
types, other robots than VIVA should also be examined in
future.

We recommend for future studies to deepen our under-
standing through considering privacy settings in specific
situations, including situational privacy needs. Thereby, not
only recommendations for general privacy settings can be
made, e.g., that medium privacy settings are in general more
preferred than the most lenient privacy settings, but also sit-
uational privacy behavior of a robot can be implemented,
e.g., having an automatic to set stricter privacy settings when
specific circumstances are given. To illustrate, if private gath-
erings require more strict privacy settings than being alone
with a social robot, then a robot could be trained to identify a
private gathering through counting humans in the home envi-
ronment and then automatically switching to stricter privacy
settings if a certain threshold is reached.

To deepen our understanding of the privacy related “I
designed it myself” effect, future research could also com-
pare the opportunity to choose privacy settings compared to
choosing other robot-related features. To illustrate, it would
be possible that not only choosing privacy settings (e.g., strict
vs. lenient) enhances likeability and contact intentions, but
also choosing other robot characteristics, e.g., design fea-
tures [35, 36], or general behavior (e.g., times the robot
initiates contact to the user). Thereby, it could be clarified

whether some of the effects occurred because of the possi-
bility to choose any characteristic, which would speak for
a general “I designed it myself” effect, or because of the
privacy-related choice specifically. To sum up, we recom-
mend future research to attempt applying the results to actual
HRI and to other robot types, to other specific privacy set-
tings (e.g., sensor data), to situational privacy settings (e.g.,
only one user present vs. more people present), to a broader
sample, to specific user-groups (e.g., people in health-care
institutions), and to broader measures of self-disclosure.

7 Conclusion

With two experiments we showed that the strictness of pri-
vacy settings and having the opportunity to choose privacy
settings affects attitudes and behavioral intentions towards
robots. Based on these results, we recommend to offer
diverse privacy settings, individually adapted to the specific
social robot under consideration. If trust-related attitudes and
behavioral intentions are of essence, strict privacy settings
should be provided, while in general, attitudes towards a
robot may be enhanced through providing the user with the
opportunity to partake in the selection of privacy settings.
These privacy preferences can be individually set through
an app, as suggested by other authors [5]. Future research
might even consider situational privacy settings which could
be automated if specific characteristics like the number of
humans in the home environment are identifiable. However,
automated privacy settings might make users feel uncom-
fortable as they might fear losing control over the privacy
settings, thus, strict rulesmight be needed and communicated
to users to enhance users’ comfort using automated technol-
ogy. To conclude, ourwork demonstrated that privacy-related
concerns represent a relevant aspect of HRI which influence
attitudes towards robots substantially. Both strict privacy set-
tings as well as opportunities to control a robot’s settings
have the potential to improve attitudes towards robots and to
increase users’ willingness to interact with them.
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